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ABSTRACT
.I fast Houah transform IFHTI is presented in this paper for inspecting the accuracy of needle-type meter gauges with up to 0.2%
reiative accuracy. The number of computations to impiement this
algorithm is less than one thousandth of the number for the common HT. The proposed fast HT is based on a shape anaiysis of^
the HT surface Z(p, a ) for the needle of instruments and the nature oi the inspection. Experiments show that the surface around
peaks is a quasi-singly peaked smooth surface. Considering that
property oi rhe surfaces, and that the needle is staying around a
set cf predetermined angles, ak, theref~re,we can perform the HT
oniy for parameter a within ak i 6 a instead of whole range oia.
'3-180 " . The former is only about one hundredth of the latter.
The shape analysis of the surface Z(p, a) around peak positions
is !:se!u! in .?!her spplic3!icns as we!l. Theoretic31 snalysis and
experimentai resuits show that by properiy choosing che spaciai
r?sc!l:ticn 9f the digitizaticn, I!!
and the HT parsmeter 3 n g iar resoiution, Aa. meter gauges of different accuracy grades can
b, ~utomaticallyinspected. Fgr exmple, in order to inspect inscrumencs with u.2% accuracy, a 512x512 imaqe and A a = d.2
"hou!? be !lsed.

I. Introduction
In massive productions of various needle-type meter gauges, traditional manual procedures to inspect gauges hardly meet the
speed and accuracy requirements. In 1982, Baird suggested an
aucomacic inspection system, GAGESIGHT, which can be used
to verify if the rest po~iticnof need!pa is correct with rcppect tc
the markings on cne face oi che gaugesill. In 1963, Dyer proposed
.inl>!her system fclr verifying accuracy of the needle pc~ition. on
a gauge ior a sec of anaiog inputs 121. In this paper, based on
3 shape andy~isof the Hough surface, a fast Hough transform
iFHT) is prrsrnted for inspecting needle-type gauges. In Section
?, s brief review of inspertion prinriples ia prwnted snd fscton
limiting the inspection accuracy are analyzed. In Section 3, we
will eusmine inherent nniae in the Hough domain and ptudy ~ h a p e s
of the Hough ~urfaceand projection areas of Hough surfaces on
t h (~p , (1) plane. Section 4 describes the FHT algorithm and some
experimental rwults. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.

dle are within the accuracy specification of the instrument. The
advantagw of asing t,he HT to measure the angular displacements
id needle3 is that the HT is not sensitive to noises uf digitized
image and breakpoints on lina to he detected.
For simplicity and easy observation, we will use the modified normal parameten (p,cr) instead of the parameten (p, #),

shere a is the slope angle of the needle as indicated in Fig. 1. Now,
will investigate the factors which affect inspection accuracy 6 0 ,
spatial resolution of images, MI the sampling rate of the parameter
a! Aa. Because images of needle-type meter are spatially digitized
with a limited dimension, M, and the parameter a of the HT is
sampled with a certain resolution A a as well, there is a minimum
angle, 6 0 , of the needle displacements, which the inspection system
can measure. Suppose that in a digitized image a needle is of L
pixels, and it is rotated by a small angle 9, if the end point has
been moved away from the original position hy 1 piiel, then it is
possible to use the HT to detect this rotation. Values of 4 depend
on the initial slope of the needle, but it can be easily shown that,
at an extreme, 9 2 arctgh. As indicated in Fig. 1, if the needle
has a maximum pixel length L, the spatial resolution is MxM and
the maximum rotation angle of the needle from the rest position
to the full scale potion is denoted by dm,, then, at least, MxM
digitieed images will provide a minimum detectable angle
WP

Moreover, in order to detect the angle difference 9, the sampling
resolution of the HT parameter a , Aa has to be chosen properly.
If A a is too small, this high resolution is wasted since at the
first place digitized images does not provide a compatible hiah
resolution, on the other hand, if it is chosen too large, the high
spatial resolution of images is wasted. Thus! in general, we will
choose Aa a 1.0 .- 2.09 since in image digitization, we may not
take the full resolution of images, meter needles may only takes
part of images. Thus, in general, we will have

2. Principles of inspections
The basic procedures for inspecting needle-type gauges are as follow: (1) applying a set of specified analog inputs to a meter, digitize iniages of the meter gauge while the needle is in corresponding
mtatcld pn~itions;(2) compl~tedifference images betwpen pairs of
digitized images, properly binarizing the images; (3) perform the
HT and dctermine if the relative angular displacements of the nep-

EO

2 Pa 2 9 = arctg

(2)

For examples, for meten with 5maz =loo', using different sampling rate. M=25%.512, 1024. from EQ. (2), 4 can he calculated as
0.35", 0.2": O.UbS", then Aa can bechosen a ~ 0 . 5 0.2^,
" ~ U.1",
r~spediv~ly,
corresponding inspection accuracy eo are 0.5 0.2 * ,

"
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3. Analysis of the Hough surfaces

y * 0. Analysis shows that when a needle is at different angles,
the peak of Z(p,a) changes its location along the a-auis, but the
shape of the Z(p,a) around a small neighborhood centered at a
peak (p0,luo) does not change. Given a threshold value Ct, all
points around (p0,ao) which satisfy Z(p, 0 ) 1 CtZ(p0, ao) constitute a set S , S has a shape of two identical right triangles as
illustrated in Fig. 3. A three dimensional Z(p,cr) surface is plotted in Fig. 4, in a logarithm Z scale to show the peak's shape more
clear. The plotting indicates that the surface around the peak is
a quasi-singly peaked smooth surface. The position of the peak
corresponds to the needle slope, its height represents the length
of the needle in pixels.

In this Section, we will study the natures of the Hough surface
and show that great savings in computations can Ire achieved by
using the proposed FHT.

In (41, we have shown that if a needle has a length L piuels, and
given the threshold value Ct, then the set S defined above can be
determined as follow:

0.1 * accordingly.
Moreover, for different meters widths of needles are different. In
our experiments we have tested nur algorithm for needles with
different widths, Id pixels, results show that variations of the
needle width does not affect inspection accuracy of the needle
angle. It is because a wider needle can be considered as a set of
parallel lines with the same slove ancle, after the HT they have
the same a, and different p. Therefore, in a certain extent, the
inspection accuracy is not affected by the width of needles.

In general, an accumulator array Z(p, a ) for the HT defines a surface in the three dimensional space (Z,p,a). Procedures of performing a H T can be divided into two steps: calculating Z(p,a)
over a range of the parameters (p, a ) for a given image and finding
some peak values of the surface Z(p,a), which correspond to some
straight lines in the given image. Theoretically, a straight line in
the image domain corresponds to a point (po,ao) in the Hough
domain. But, in the digital implementation of the HT, lines are
digitieed with a limited reoolution, therefore, a line correoponds to
a iioug'n suriace i i p , a j , whih ha! a peair at the point (po,ao),
and it decreases quickly while (p, a) is away from the peak position (po,ao). Studying approximate locations and shape of the
Hough surface, we can save computations in two ways: first, if
the approximate locations of peaks can be estimated with certain
tolerance, then we can perform HT only for these limited regions
instead of the whole range of the p and a; second, if we know more
about the surface shape locating peak positions can be performed
more efficiently by using heuristic search procedures, instead of
using blind exhausted search.
Now, we will show that by using exhausted searching it is not
easy to locate correct peak positions of Z(p,a). We have digitally
created a binary image with a dimension 256x256, there are two
straight lines, a1 = 40*, a2 = 90" For the HT parameter we
choose A a = O.SO,Ap = 1 piiel. After performing HT, the first
eight largest values of Z(p,a) are listed in Table 1. It can be seen
that the first three values came from line 2; the fourth and the fifth
values from line 1. Because line 1is in a diagonal direction so that
its maximum value, 120, is smaller than the maximum value, 167,
c! line 2. In this Table only the fint and fourth entries correspond
t . :he lines in the given image, others are caused by digitization,
we will call them inherent noises for the HT. As illustrated above,
exhausted search hardly locates local peaks of Z(p,a). Because
of the existence of the inherent noises, Bner quantization of the
Hough parameter a makes the situation worse. If a is sampled too
come, i.e., Aa increases, then the minimum angle, to , which the
inspection system can detect, is increased. In our experiments, a
Z(p,a) is calculated for adifference image with aneedle in two positions: a, =60aand a? =120', and it is printed in Fig. 2 where
lower values are represented by coarser black dots, higher values
by denser black dots, there are total eight grey levels. Because we
have chosen the origin of the image coordinates (x,y) near the rotation axle of the npedle so that peaks ar@Inrated on areas where

These Equations have been verified with an experiment where an
image with a straight line, 11= 120", L = 146 piuels, which goes
through the (x,y) origin, was Hough-transformed using parame
t e n Ap = 1, A a = 0.5 " ,the resulted Z(p, a ) is represented in Fig.
3. From Eq. (3) and (4), Sp,, = 27 pixels and So,, = i.85",
these results are coincident with the experimental results well. As
stated early, for the difference image of needles, its Hough surface
consists of two similar quasi-singly peaked surfaces, they are apart
from each other by an angle $ along the a-axis. If we choose a
proper plane, Z '= Ct, to intercept the surface Z(p, a), as long as a
6a,,,, calculated from Eq. (31, is smaller than a half of the angle
between the needle's two positions, then the intercepted surfaces
are two separated quasi-singly peaked surfaces, their projections
onto the plane (p,a) are two separated twin right triangle areas.
Thus, we can perform the HT only over these two small areas,
and search for two local peaks, respectively.
Now, let's estimate by using this method, in terms of computations how much savings can be achieved. Because the HT is
performed over two smaller areas. Dl and D?,instead of whole
plane (p,a) it requires much less computations than the common
HT. For an example, a given image with a raolution 256x256
has K ,piiels of nonzero values, to perform the common HT over
the whole plane (p,a), -128 5 p 5 128 and 0' 5 a 5180e, using sampling rates A a =O.Sv, Ap = 1 pixel, needs Kx360x256
= 92160K point operations (each point operation requires one
addition and two multiplications). On the other end, using the
proposed algorithm, for L = 167 piiels, Ct = 0.2, from Eq. (3),
Sa,,, = 2', Sp,, = 1.5. As we will explain in the next Section,
by proy~rlychoosing the origin of the digitized im'ages, the s~arch
region for p can be limilted in a region lpl 5 3 p e l s , then to prrform the HT over these regions only needs
x = 48K
point operations, it is less than one thousandth ofthe origlnal computation, 92160K. Similarly, searching over the whole (p.a) plane
requires 92160 comparisons, but, based on the quasi-singly peaked
property of the HT surface, using heuristic search algorithms, such
as hill-climbing, in an average, only needs 3 x 18 comparisons. In
comparison with the common HT, in terms of computations and
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memory storages, the proposed fast Hough transform provides
savings in computations more than several hundreds times.

this meter satisfies the mven accuracy soecification for this inout:
otherwise, it is out of accuracy tolerance range, the meter fails.

1. The Fast Hough transform

(8). Increasing i by 1, repeat the procedures 4 through 7. If the
all N difference images all pass the inspection, it means that the
meter succeeds the accuracy testing. Otherwise, it fails. Now,
whole procedures are finished.

Now, we are going to formalize the Fast Hough transform for the
inspection of needle-type meters. Based on the above analyses, it
is obvious that if we can choose aproper threshold Ct for the given
set of analog inputs of meters to ensure that the angle between
two needle positions, 8, is larger than 26ama,, where 6ama, is
determined by Eq. (3), then, the corresponding Hough surface is
intercepted into two separated quasi-singly peaked surfaces by the
plane Z = Ct. Thus, according to the ranges of given inputs and
the Sam,, value the two small regions in the H domain can be
determined. Therefore, the two peaks of the HT corresponding to
the two needle's positions are located in these two separated regions. The accurate positions of the two peaks can be determined
by searching through these two regions, respectively. In addition,
there is no need to calculate the HT over the full range of parameter space, instead, it is only necessary to perform HT over the
two small regions. The FHT can be summarized as follow:
(1). According to the accuracy specification, and bmaZ of the
meter, choose -.o = 0.5 and then from Eq. (2) determine a proper
spatial resolution M to digitize meter images, and a sampling rate,
Pa, of the Hough parameter a.
(2). For each type of meters, construct a table which consists of
three columns; input analog values, corresponding angular tolerance values of the angles for each input according to the accuracy
speclflcatlon, and test results.
(3). Applying a set of N t 1 predetermined analog inputs to the
meter, inclusive of zero input, digitize N t 1 frame images of the
meter face; lo to I,,,for the needle at different angles from the rest
position to the full scale position. During digitizing illumination
and camera geometric position should not be changed.
(4). Initially, i = 1, Calculating a difference image Ali = Ili - 101,
we choose QO%Ih a3 a threshold value to binarize the difference
image PIi where Ihis the peak intensity of the histogram of the
image Ali.

In order to verify the performances of the proposed algorithm, we
have perform two types of experiments; one uses digitally generated lines with known parameters a and another uses a needletype voltage meter. In the first case, pair of two straight lines are
generated digitally with predefined slop angles, then sampled with
different spatial resolutions and used as target images to measure
the angles between two lines using the proposed FHT. For each
M, two cases are experimentally verified; a needle rotation angle
#il is within the range of the accuracy specification or out of the
range. In this way it can be shown that the proposed algorithm
can inspect meters correctly.
As illustrated in Table 2, for M = 256, two images are digitally
generated, each of them has two straight lines, angles between
these two lines are 45.2' and 45.8', respectively; they are denoted
aa -ao in the third column of Table 2; the tolerance range of the
angle is 45' f 0.5'. j i is obtained using the FHT. From Table 2
we can see that when 41-ao - 6(vt) > e ~0.6' ,i.e., the needle is
out of accuracy range, this case has been successiuiiy detected by
using images with a resolution M = 256. Similarly, using larger M
values, higher accuracies have been achieved as indicated in the
Table; for M = 512 and M = 1024,0.2* and 0.1 ' can be detected.
For a voltage meter of an relative accuracy 4%, 6,, =80', the
&=a0 'x4%=3.2 ' . If M = 32, from Eq. (2) EO = 3 ' , It means
that using digital images with M = 32, this meter can be verified
correctly. In our experiment we have used 32~32imagesto inspect
this meter successfully.

5. Conclusions

A fast Hough transform has been presented for inspecting the
accuracy of needle-type meter gauges with up to 0.2% relative accuracy. This FHT is based on a shape analysis of the HT surfaces
of the difference images for the needle of the instruments to be
tested.
Analysis indicates that when a needle is at different angles,
(5). Properly choose the origin of the (x,y) coordinate so that the
although the peak positions (p0,ao) change, the shape of the surrotation axle of the needle is near the (x,y) origin, then the HT
can be performed only for lpl 5 R, R is in a range of 3 to 8 pixels face Z(p,a) around asmall neighborhood centered at (po, ao) does
depending on the image sampling rate. Determine the region Dl not change. Given a threshold ratio Ct, all points around (po, ao)
which corresponds to the needle in the rest position: -3 p 5 3 which satisfy Z(p,a) 2 Z(po,ao)Ct constitute a set which has a
pixels, a0 -barnaz 5 a 5 ao+6amaZ, where a0 is the angle of the shape of two identical right triangles, touching at the same acute
needle in the rest position and Gamal is calculated from Eq. (3); angle vertex, each triangle rotated 180 "from the other about that
perform the HT over Dl region using Ap = 1 pixel and Pa =&o, vertex. If a needle has a length of L pixels, the lengths of the
and search the local peak over Dl region to find the angle 40 of two base and height of the right triangle are 6pma, = ?,Gama,= @. Experiments show that the surface around peaks
the needle in the rest position.
is a quai-slngly peaked smooth surface. Considering that prop(6). Determine the region D2 corresponding to the needle for prty of th? surfaces, and that the needle is staying around a set of
a nonzero input Vi: -3 5 p 5 3 pixels and ai - 6am,, I a 5 predetermined angles, ak, therefore, we can perform the HT only
ui 6ama,, where ai = a0 +6(Vi). Perform the HT and searching for parameter d within @k f Aa,,, instead of whole range of a,
0-180 ' . Furthermore, hy properly choosing the origin of image
to obtain the angle # i .
coordinates (x,y) the rotation axle of the needle can be made near
(7). Verify if the angle ji = 19, - 901 is within the t~lerance the origin of image coordinates, then the HT can be performed
range of the meter: [6(Vi) - &,6(Vi)
If it is inside this range only for lpl< R, R is in a range of 3-8 pixels, depending on the
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?nly fcr Ip( < R, R i~ in s range 1:~f 3-8 pixpl~,&pending CR fhrt
image sampling rate. Because the parameter range over which
to perform H T is greatly rpduced, t,he nurnhpr of cnmput,atinns
to perform H T is less than one thousandth of that required for
the common HT. The shape analysis nf the st~rfacpZ ( p ,cr! around
peak positions is useful in other applications as well. Fur example,
it can be used to locate pnsitinns nf lnrlal ~ e a k mnre
s efficiently.
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By prnperly rhnnsing th? spatial resnlutisn of thp digitization, M.
and the H T parameter angular resolution. So, meter gauges of
different accuracy gndes can h? automatically inspectpd. For an
example, in ljrller ti, inspect Instrdrnents with 0.25 acciiracj-,a
51?551? image and Aa = 0.2 ' shnnld h p used. If M d p r r e w ~nr
Au incrcluts, the computation load is reduccd. but t h accuracy
~
which can h~ verified is d~crpasrdacrordinclv.
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Fig. 1. '1 rnettr fa^^ is ?i$tii?,l ;~itk, a hfxJf resl;!;:ti*..i,.
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